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Abstract
We describe a VLSI implementation based on a FPGA

of a new greedy algorithm for approximating minimum set
covering in ad hoc wireless network applications. The im-
plementation makes the algorithm suitable for embedded
and real-time architectures.

INTRODUCTION
A wireless ad hoc network consists of a collection of mo-

bile hosts dynamically forming a temporary network with-
out the use of any existing network infrastructure. In such
a network, each mobile host can serve as a router all the
nodes in the network. Building an infrastructure for ad hoc
network that guarantees reliable communication is an im-
portant problem, as portable wireless devices continue to
grow in popularity and in capabilities. In such networks, all
of the nodes are mobile and so the infrastructure for mes-
sage routing must be self-organizing and adaptive. Find-
ing efficient and effective routing schemes is a challeng-
ing problem in the area. Ad hoc wireless networks are
here represented by a connected graph where all the links
are bi-directional. Several researchers have used minimum
connected dominating sets to do routing in ad hoc wireless
networks [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The dominating
set induces a virtual connected backbone. However finding
a minimum connected dominating set is an NP-complete
problem [8].

Some authors have proposed approximation algorithms
for obtaining minimal connected dominating sets [8]. The
problem can also be viewed as a minimum set cover ap-
proximation [9]. The Set Covering is one of the oldest and
most studied NP-hard problems [10]. Given a ground set�

of � elements and a collection � of subsets of
�

, the
aim is to find the smallest subcollection of � whose union
is
�

. A weight may be assigned to each subset, and in this
case (weighted Set Covering Problem) the aim is to mini-
mize the sum of the subcollection weights. Since SCP is
very common in practical applications, a number of exact
and heuristic algorithms have been proposed in literature.�
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A well known polynomial time scheme for approximating
the SCP is the greedy one [9][11].

B. Liang and Z. J. Haas [12] use a greedy algorithm
with redundancy elimination to obtain a d-dominating set.
Rather than seeking an optimal solution, they apply the
greedy algorithm to obtain a fairly small d-dominating
set, and then apply redundancy elimination to reduce this
slightly.

Recently, a new greedy algorithm for approximating
minimum set cover has been presented [13]. The algo-
rithm, while not randomized, is based on a probability
distribution that leads the greedy choice. It shows very
good empirical performances and it has successfully been
applied in wireless network applications [14] [15], where
greedy algorithms for set cover produce sets of nodes that
can be used to form a virtual backbone for an ad hoc wire-
less network. While efficient implementations are given
[13], the cost of probability distribution evaluation can still
be unaffordable in real-time applications. Therefore a ver-
sion of the algorithm has been specifically tailored to run
on platforms with minimal computational hardware [16].

In this paper we describe a VLSI implementation which
makes the algorithm suitable for embedded and real-time
architectures in ad-hoc wireless network applications. The
implementation is based on a FPGA, short for Field-
Programmable Gate Array, a logic programmable chip. It
is specially popular for prototyping integrated circuit de-
sign. This hardwired implementation makes the algorithm
suitable for embedded and real-time architectures [17][18].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we in-
troduce a probability distribution over the SCP subsets and
we use it to define a greedy approximation algorithm for
SCP. In Section III we modify the algorithm selection cri-
teria for real time applications. Then, in Section IV, we
introduce the hardware implementation. Test results on a
set of benchmarks are described in Section V.

SCP PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
Let

������������������������
be a finite set, and let � � � ����������� ��� � be a collection of subsets of

�
, such that� �� � �

. The problem posed is to select �"! � �  $# �������%� �  '& � , �(!*)+� , to be a cover of
�

, that is� �  '& �,� , such that - �.!/- is minimum.

Greedy Selection Criteria

The classical greedy algorithm for approximating a min-
imum cover, at each step, simply chooses the subset �0 



which includes (covers) the largest number of remaining
elements of

�
, deletes these elements from

�
, and repeats

this process until the ground set
�

is empty. In case of a tie,
i.e. when several subsets have the same covering size, the
set with smaller subscript is usually chosen.

This greedy choice is in effect random, and it can be
viewed as implicitly based on a probability assignment on
the subsets, such that

132 �� 4- �65"78132 ��9:- �65<; - �� >= � - 7 - �?9"= � - (1)

for @ �BA ) DCE�������F� � � .
However, in the general case this kind of assignment can

be improved. As an intuitive explanation, if there is only
one subset �� in � that covers an element

�>G
, that subset

will be surely included in any cover of
�

independently of
its size.

By extension, a subset �? covering an element
�>G

should
be included in a cover with a probability decreasing in the
number of alternatives, i.e. in the number of subset �H9 of� such that

� G )I� 9 .
Probability-driven Algorithm

The underlying probability distribution can be formal-
ized as follows. For each element

� G
and each subset �  ,

we define the probability of �  given
� G

as

132 �  - � G 5(�KJ�L�M%2N� G 5BO
�P
9FQ �

J�L & 2N� G 5 (2)

Figure 1: A simple SCP instance

where
J L M%2N�:G�5

is the characteristic function of the �? set,
that is 1 if

�>G )R�� and is 0 otherwise.
By taking the mean on

�
, the probability of a �? set with

respect to the ground set
�

is

132 �� 4- �65S�T2�CUOUV?5
�PG Q �
132 �� B- �>G�5 (3)

We apply (3) to define a greedy approximation algorithm
for SCP as follows: choose the subset �? whose probability

procedure PGreedy

Input:
� � ������W��XE�����������Y�

; � � � ��� � XE������� ��� �/Z
Init.: Set [D\ V�G]�_^ �9FQ � J L & 2N�:G�5 , `a)/CE�������%��V<�

;b  � ^ �G Q �dcfe
MFgih�j�klFm � j , @ )/CE�������%� � � ; �(! �on ;

Step: repeat
1.1 Select: Choose �0pq)r� such

that b p is maximum;
1.2 Update: Set �.! �

� ! �  ��p � ; b  �
b  s J�LtMF2u� G 5BO [/\ V G ,@ ) DCE�������F� � � ,`v)  `�- �:G )w� p = �x� ;�y�o� s � p ;

until - � - �,z
Output: �.! .
Figure 2: A scheme of the PGreedy Procedure

with respect to
�

is maximum, delete the elements of �  
from

�
, and repeat this process until the ground set

�
is

empty.
It has been shown that applying the probabilistic choice

correspond to approximate the solution of an equivalent
SCP instance in a classical greedy way.

Example
Let

�{�{�� � ������������|t�
and � �} � � �{�� � �W� X �/Z � X ��� � �W��~U�DZ � ~q�{�� X �W�Y|t�E� (Fig. 1). By using (3), we have132 � � - �656��CUO��

;
132 � X - �656�{��O�� ; and

132 � ~ - �656���DO�� .
The set � X is selected, and

���
and

� ~
are erased from

�
. In

the next step
132 � � - �65���CUO�� ; and

132 � ~ - �65�����OU� . The� ~ choice completes the cover, resulting in �d! �� � Xt� � ~ � .
On the contrary, the classical greedy algorithm outputs

a cover �.! �� � �U� � Xt� � ~ � . Actually all the �� ’s have the
same covering size, hence in the first iteration the set with
the smaller subscript, � � , is chosen. Then, in order to cover� ~

and
� |

, both � X and � ~ must be chosen.

Implementation: PGreedy
In order to give a low cost implementation, first we note

that the quantity
CUO�V

in (3) is just a normalization factor,
and so we can disregard it in the real computation. In this
way the summation (3) does not need to be recomputed in
each algorithm iteration, but just to be updated by subtract-
ing the

132 �  - � G 5 values related to the covered elements.
Then, by fixing once and for all the quantities

[/\ V G �
�P
9FQ �

J�L & 2N� G 5%� ` ��CE����������V (4)



we avoid to store the values
132 �? W- �:G�5 . It is easy to see the132 �� 4- �>G�5 values are fixed to
C�O [D\ V�G if

�:G )y�� and to 0
otherwise. A scheme of the resulting procedure (PGreedy)
is reported in Fig. 2.

REAL TIME VERSION: RTGREEDY
In real time applications the main remaining bottleneck

of the described algorithm is the probability computation.
In fact, the floating point divisions required by (2) and (3)
are too time consuming in environments with limited hard-
ware facilities.

Here, since the method application is mainly devoted
to information transmission, without loss of generality, we
call the sets �  ’s as Sources and the elements

� G
’s as Des-

tinations.
For the real time application we substitute the probability

distribution by a set of weights. Let us define the set of
Destination Weights

��� G �K� ��� ^ M�� Mu� j
(5)

where

�  N� G �KJ�L�M%2N� G 5 (6)

These coefficients resemble the effect of the probability
values. In fact, it is easy to see that

� � in (5) is a mul-
tiplication factor of

C�Ot� ^ M cfe M gih�j�k . By taking the inverse
of the latter quantity and applying the logarithm we have^  J�L�MF2u� G 5 , that is [D\ V G (4).

So
132 �� 4- �HG�5 can be represented by

�  u� G������IG and132 �  - �65 by the Source Weight

� �  � P G �  u� G �"��� G (7)

In this way we avoid any floating point arithmetic in the
application. We call the resulting algorithm RTGreedy.

A scheme of the resulting procedure is reported in Fig.
3.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The RTGreedy algorithm has been specifically opti-

mized to solve the Set-Cover problem in real-time appli-
cations. It makes only use of bit-wise logic operators and
simple finite-state machines and it is suitable to run on plat-
forms with minimal computational resources, like embed-
ded microprocessor or custom logic.

In order to test the achievable performance, we have de-
signed a straightforward hardware implementation based
on a Virtex-II XC2V2000 Xilinx FPGA. The logic has been
described with synthesizable VHDL language. The code is
parametric and it allows us to implement the algorithm for
different data-set size.

The input data-set is a matrix of - ��- rows and - � -
columns where each element @ � ` is

�  N� G as in
2N�/5

.

procedure RTGreedy

Input: A matrix of - ��- � � rows and- � - ��V columns where each el-
ement @ � ` is

�  N� G as in
2N�D5

.

Init.: Set
���RGo�+� ��� ^ M�� Mu� j

, `�)/CE�������%��V<�
;� �  �o^
�G Q � �  N� G �Y���  ; �(! �n

;
Step: repeat

1.1 Select: Choose � p such that� � p is maximum;
1.2 Update: Set �.! � �(! � � p � ; � �  � � �  s �  N� G.����  , @�) /CE�������F��V<�

, `�) `�- �:G )�� p = ��� ; �T�T� s��p ;
until - � - �,z

Output: �.! .
Figure 3: A scheme of the RTGreedy Procedure

Figure 4: Block diagram of the FPGA implementation

A simplified block diagram of our implementation is
shown in Fig. 4. The input data set is stored in an array
of 128 bytes aligned in 32 rows by 32 columns. In order
to save the FPGA’s pins, each byte is loaded serially via a
128-bit input bus. This approach allows us to download the
1-Kbit array in only 8 cycles, while keeping the I/O at a
manageable level. Once filled the array, a positive edge on
the start input allows the engine to begin the operations.

Each column in the array is concatenated to form a 32-bit
shift register, with common reset and enable. The rows are
all scrolled downwards in parallel, and the bits set to high
increment the pertaining 5-bit counters, obtaining the total
number of sources reaching a given destination ( �� �  ).

The algorithm requires computing for each destination a
weight

���RG
defined as

� ~ X ��� M � M . This is done in the Des-
tination Weight Generator block by simply setting to one
the bit at the address �d �  (starting from zero) in the 33-
bit Destination Weight word and eventually inverting the
more significant with the least significant bit.

The Source Weight can be now be computed by adding



together the weights of all the destinations reached by a
given Source. The adders in the Source Weight Genera-
tor block only have in input binary numbers with just one
bit set to high. This allowed us to optimize the logic with
a semi-serial handling of the carry. Most of the time, the
sum can be obtained just XOR-ing together the partial re-
sult with the input data. In presence of carry, input data is
shifted by one and the bit-wise XOR is done again. The
process stops when the sum does not generate any carry
condition. This approach greatly simplifies the adders at
the expense of a variable execution time, which on average
is negligible with respect to the total elapsed time needed
to process the data-set.

The 38-bit Source Weights are compared with each other
in order to find the largest value. The row index of the
source with the highest score is driven in output on the
5-bit Coded �� bus. The block also takes care to remove
from the data-set array all the destinations reached by the
selected source, by resetting the columns with a high at
its row index. Every time a source is found, the Itera-
tion output pin is pulsed and the 32-bit Selected Sources
word is updated, flipping permanently to one the bit at ad-
dress given by the Coded Si bus. The algorithm stops when
all destinations have been removed from the data-set array,
and a pulse on the output pin Empty is generated.

TEST RESULTS
We have simulated and tested three cases with ( - ��- ��>� - � - ���D5

, ( - ��- �+C��>� - � - ��C��
), ( - ��- ���/�:� - � - ��D�

) to study how the logic occupancy and the maximum
clock frequency scale with the input data size. The 32x32
implementation is discussed in details, with a description
of the main logic blocks and the related timing. We have
run on it benchmarks with different source-to-destination
density to profile the algorithm execution time versus the
data-set complexity.

32x32 Benchmark data
We evaluate empirically the performance of the system

on a set of test problems ( - ��- ���/��� - � - ���D� ). Namely,
we use 80 randomly generated problems, grouped in the
classes Bench05, Bench07, Bench09, and Bench095 of 20
SCP problems each. Each problem allows at least an ad-
missible solution.

Each class is characterized by a different density, i.e. the
percentage C�z/z

� V
P
 u� G
J L MF2N�:G�5

(8)

The complement of this quantity is the zero density per-
centage C�z/z>2�C s

C
� V

P
 N� G
J L M%2u�>G�5�5

(9)

The latter quantity is 50%, 70%, 90%, and 95% for
Bench05, Bench07, Bench09, and Bench095 respectively.

Evaluations

Figure 5: Timing simulation of a 32x32 run

Figure 6: Average values obtained by processing 32x32
data-sets with different zero densities

Figure 7: Occupancy and maximum clock frequency for
the 8x8, 16x16 and 32x32 implementations

The timing simulation of a 32x32 run is shown in Fig. 5.
The output signals allow us to monitor the performance by
tracking the run time for each iteration as well as the output
sequence of the selected sources. Their index is available
on the Coded �� bus during two iterations and it is also
encoded in the Selected Sources word. The single iteration
as well as the total execution times are function of the data-
set.

The average values obtained processing 32x32 data-sets
with different densities of zeros are shown in Fig. 6. As
the problem increases in difficulty, i.e. in the range from



Figure 8: FPGA Occupancy for the 8x8 implementation

50% to 95% of zeros in the data-set, the number of iter-
ations performed by the algorithm increases exponentially
(from 3 to 14.4 iterations), approaching the expected (poly-
nomial) worst case bound. The execution times show the
same trend, spanning the range 827 - 3298 clock cycles.

Occupancy and maximum clock frequency for the 8x8,
16x16 and 32x32 implementations are shown in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. The 8x8 only takes 7% of the FPGA and can run
up to 130 MHz. The 32x32 implementation almost sat-
urates the FPGA. The maximum clock frequency scales
from 130MHz for the 8x8 to half this value for the 32x32.
For the latter, the average execution time for a data-set with
95% density of zero is � 50   s.

Figure 9: Implementation Speed-up

By comparing the runtimes of the FPGA implementa-
tion to the runtimes of the software reference solver the
raw speedups appears to be at least of two orders of magni-
tudes (

�tz/z�¡
), growing exponentially in the density. In fact

differently from the hardware implementation, in the refer-
ence solver the major cost of the software implementation,
the updating step, does not scales with the density. Fig.
9 reports the speed-up, computed as the ratio between the
hardware and software execution times, as function of the
data density (8). The reference software data are obtained
on an Intel 2.40 GHz Pentium 4 based machine.

CONCLUSION
We described an implementation based on a FPGA of a

new greedy algorithm for approximating minimum set cov-
ering in ad hoc wireless network applications. The imple-
mentation makes the algorithm suitable for embedded and
real-time architectures.

For the sum computations we introduced an approach
that greatly simplifies the adding steps at the expense of
a variable execution time, which on average is negligible
with respect to the total elapsed time needed to process the
data-set.

The test results show very good empirical performances
on the used benchmarks. However, although we have
achieved raw speedups at least of two orders of magni-
tudes, real world experimentation with larger benchmarks
is in progress.
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